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Abstract
Consider the following game. We are given a tree T and two players (say) Alice
and Bob who alternately colour an edge of a tree (using one of k colours). If all
edges of the tree get coloured, then Alice wins else Bob wins. Game chromatic
index of trees of is the smallest index k for which there is a winning strategy for
Alice. If the maximum degree of a node in tree is ∆, Erdos et.al.[6], show that
the game chromatic index is at least ∆+1. The bound is known to be tight for
all values of ∆ 6= 4.
In this paper we show that for ∆ = 4, even if Bob is allowed to skip a move,
Alice can always choose an edge to colour and win the game for k = ∆ + 1.
Thus the game chromatic index of trees of maximum degree 4 is also 5. Hence,
game chromatic index of trees of maximum degree ∆ is ∆ + 1 for all ∆ ≥ 2.
Moreover,the tree can be preprocessed to allow Alice to pick the next edge
to colour in O(1) time.
A result of independent interest is a linear time algorithm for on-line edge-
deletion problem on trees.
1 Introduction
We are given a tree or forest in which maximum degree of a node is ∆. Two
players (say) Alice and Bob alternately properly colour an edge of the forest
(using ∆ + 1 colours)– a colouring is proper if no two edges with same colour
are incident at a node. If all edges get coloured, then Alice wins else Bob wins.
Bodlaender [3], introduced vertex-colouring game on graphs– each player in
turn colours a vertex of graph G from k colours. Alice wins if the graph G gets
completely coloured Bob wins if there is at least one uncoloured vertex which
can not be coloured using k colours. The game chromatic number χg(G) is the
smallest number k such that Alice can always colour G completely.
Cai and Zhu[4] introduced the corresponding edge-colouring game. Game
chromatic index χ′(G) is the minimum number of colours for which Alice has a
winning strategy if the game is played on a graph G [4]. From result of Cai and
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Zhu[4] if ∆ = 3 then the game chromatic index is at most 4 if there are odd
number of edges in the forest. Erdos et.al.[6] show that at least ∆+1 colours are
required for a tree of maximum degree ∆, thus for any tree T , χ′(T ) ≥ ∆+ 1.
They also show that the bound is tight for ∆ ≥ 6; they observe that who moves
first is irrelevant for this game. Andres[1] shows that for ∆ = 5, the bound of
∆+ 1 is also tight. Thus, game chromatic index of trees with maximum degree
∆ is ∆ + 1 for ∆ 6= 4. For ∆ = 4 case, Chan and Nong[5] show that the bound
is tight if either the trees are caterpillar or no two vertices of degree four are
adjacent. Fong et.al.[8] show that the bound is true provided each degree 4 node
has at most one other neighbour of degree 4. Andre[2], Chan and Nong[5] and
Fong et.al [8] allow Bob to skip moves. Fong and Chan [9] study the problem
using colours greater than the game chromatic index.
We show that for ∆ = 4 and ∆ = 5, even if Bob is allowed to skip a move,
Alice can always choose an edge to colour and win the game. Moreover, the
edge can be chosen in O(1) time. Proposed strategy for Alice is very similar to
the technique used by Erdos et.al [6] for ∆ ≥ 6 case.
A result of independent interest is a linear time algorithm for on-line edge-
deletion problem on trees. Even and Shiloach[7] show that on-line edge deletion
problem on trees can be solved in O(n log n) time. We show that the time can
be reduced to O(n).
In next section, we summarise the notation used; this is by and large the
notation used by Erdos et.al[6]. In Section 3, we describe the proposed strategy.
In Section 4, we show that the edge to be coloured can be chosen in O(1) time.
We also propose a faster solution to on-line edge deletion problem on trees in
Section 4.
2 Notation
We by and large follow the notations of Erdos et.al.[6].
Leaf edge An edge which is incident at a leaf node is called a leaf edge.
Induced sub-tree The induced sub-tree of a component has
• the coloured edges present in the original component and
• path of uncoloured edges connecting them.
Base node A node which has degree 3 or more in the induced sub-tree of a
component is a base node of that component.
Star-like A component with a unique base node in the induced sub-tree of that
component is called star-like component. If the star-like component has x
coloured edges then it is called as x-cl edge star.
Relevant x-cl edge star A x-cl edge star with a unique base node is relevant
if the base node of the x-cl edge star has degree exactly equal to ∆ (max-
imum degree in the forest) in the original component. The base node of
a relevant x-cl edge star is called relevant base node. The relevant base
node need not have degree ∆ in the induced sub-tree.
Matched edge In a component T with a unique base node v matched edges
are
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• all coloured edges incident on the base node v and
• other coloured edges whose colour is the same as colour of some edge
incident on the base node v
Unmatched edge A coloured edge which is not matched will be called un-
matched. These are the edges in T which are not incident on a base node
and whose colour is different from all coloured edges incident on base node.
We also define
x-cl edge component If the number of coloured edges in a component (tree)
T is x then we call the component T a x-cl edge component (x-cl edge
tree).
3 Game Chromatic Index of Forest of degree 4
or 5
If an edge (say) uv of a tree T is coloured, then as in [6], the tree T is split into
two parts. One part (say) T ′ contains the vertex u and the other part (say)
T ′′ contains the vertex v. The edge uv is then “added” to both T ′ and T ′′.
Basically we first remove the edge uv from T to split T into two trees T ′ and
T ′′, and then add a copy of this edge to both the trees. Thus all coloured edges
will be leaf edges in some component; internal edges are always uncoloured.
In rest of this paper we assume that the maximum degree ∆ is either 4 or 5.
We show that after each move of Alice following conditions hold. We keep
the first condition (S) as the same as that in Erdos et.al.[6] but use a more strict
second condition (M):
Condition (S) Every x-cl edge component with x ≥ 3 is star-like.
Condition (M) Every relevant x-cl edge star has at most max(3 − γ, 0) un-
matched coloured edges. Here γ is the number of coloured edges incident
on the base node (and x is the total number of coloured edges in the x-cl
edge star).
Remark 1: Even when max(3 − γ, 0) is 3, we ensure that after Alice’s move
at most two edges in any component are unmatched.
Remark 2: In each move an uncoloured edge of the original tree (or a com-
ponent of the original tree is chosen). However, the conditions are enforced only
in the induced sub-tree. All coloured edges are always present in some induced
sub-tree.
We show by induction on the number of moves that Alice can maintain the
invariants (M) and (S). Let us assume that invariant (M) and (S) were true
after Alice’s previous move. We show that they are also true after the next
move of Alice, i.e. after a move of Bob and then the move by Alice or in case
Bob skips his move, then after the previous move of Alice.
We consider different cases based on the value of x in x-cl edge components.
First in Section 3.1, we consider the case, when there are at most two coloured
edges in each component. We will be left with the case when some component
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has at least three coloured edges. In Section 3.2, we consider the case when the
two conditions are true before Alice’s move. In Section 3.3 we consider the case
when condition (S) is violated and finally in Section 3.4 we finally consider the
case when condition (S) holds but condition (M) gets violated.
3.1 x-cl edge components with x ≤ 2
We first consider the case when there are x-cl edge components with uncoloured
edges and x ≤ 2. Then Alice moves as follows:
1. If all x-cl edge components have no coloured edges (x = 0), then Alice
colours any edge uv. The tree containing edge uv gets split and two 1-cl
edge components are formed. Conditions (M) and (S) remain vacuously
satisfied.
2. Assume that an x-cl edge component contains exactly one (x = 1) coloured
edge (say) uv and that component is not fully coloured. If v is a leaf, Alice
colours an uncoloured edge incident at u (else she colours an edge incident
at v). Thus degree of u in the induced sub-tree becomes two. As there is
no base node conditions (M) and (S) are vacuously satisfied.
3. Finally consider the case when some x-cl edge component contains two
coloured edges (x = 2). As there are 2 coloured edges (leaf edges), the x-cl
edge component just contains the path (in the induced sub-tree) between
these two leaf edges; the path may contain zero or some uncoloured edges.
There are two sub-cases:
(a) First consider the case when path has at least one uncoloured edge.
Alice colours an edge on this path which is adjacent to either coloured
edge using a colour different from the colour(s) already present in the
component.
After colouring the edge, the path gets split in two new 2-cl edge
component (two paths with two or more edges). As each node, still
has degree two, there is no base node and hence the two conditions
(M) and (S) are again vacuously satisfied.
(b) If the path has zero edge (both the coloured edges are adjacent), let v
be the node common to these coloured edges. Alice colours an edge
which is incident on the node v (this edge will always exist unless
sub-tree is completely coloured). Then the node v will now be of
degree 3 and will become a base node. As all the coloured edges
are incident on node v, so they are matched, hence condition (M)
is satisfied. As there is only one base node v so condition (S) also
holds.
3.2 Case x ≥ 3
Next we prove the following lemma which will be used later:
Lemma 1 If condition (S) is satisfied in any x-cl edge component then there
can be at most ∆ coloured edges in that component.
Proof: In a x-cl edge component (say) T if condition (S) is true then there
can be at most one base node (say v) in the induced sub-tree. Moreover each
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node in any path going out of v has degree at most 2 in the induced sub-tree.
As degree of v is at most ∆, there can be at most ∆ paths leaving v. Since,
each path ends at a coloured leaf edge, there can be at most ∆ coloured edges
in the induced sub-tree. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2 In every x-cl edge component which still has at least one un-
coloured edge, if condition (S) and (M) are both satisfied then coloured edges
can be of at most ∆− 1 different colours (however the total number of coloured
edges can be at most ∆ in any component).
Proof: Let us assume that γ edges are incident at the base node v. As
condition (M) holds, there can be at most max(3 − γ, 0) unmatched edges in
the component. We show that if there are more then ∆ − 1 different colours
present in the component then condition (M) can not be satisfied unless the
component is completely coloured.
For contradiction, assume ∆ or more different colours are present in compo-
nent T . From Lemma 1, there can not be more than ∆ coloured edges. As all
edges have different colours, so there are no matched edges except the γ edges
incident on the base node v. Thus, the number of different colours is at most
γ + max(3 − γ, 0) = max(3, γ). The largest possible value for γ is ∆. But if
γ = ∆, the component becomes completely coloured; so we need not consider
that case. We are left with the case when γ ≤ ∆−1. Hence we can have edges of
at most max(3, γ) ≤ max(3,∆− 1) ≤ ∆− 1 different colours in any component
(which is not fully coloured). Q.E.D.
Remark: Last inequality follows as ∆ ≥ 4.
In rest of this section we assume that all components containing uncoloured
edges are star-like and condition (M) and (S) are satisfied. Alice chooses a
component T with a base node v, which still has uncoloured edges.
First consider the case when all the coloured edges are incident on the base
node v; as a result there is no unmatched edge in the component. Alice colours
an uncoloured edge incident on v (such an edge will necessarily exist unless
entire component is a star and completely coloured). As Alice is not creating
any unmatched edge so condition (M) continues to hold and as it is still star
like so condition (S) also holds.
We are left with the case when there are some coloured edge (s) not incident
on our base node v. Let ab be such an unmatched edges; in case all coloured
edges not incident at v are matched, let ab be any one of them. Let vw be the
edge incident at v which lies on the path from node v to edge ab, assume a is
closer to v. Path wa may contain zero or some edges. Alice colours edge vw
with a feasible colour. From Lemma 2, there can be at most ∆ − 1 different
colours in the component, as we can use ∆ + 1 colours, there will always be a
feasible colour.
After colouring edge vw the tree T gets split and the edge ab is not in the
sub-tree (say T ′) with base node v. If all coloured edges were matched, then in
T ′ there were no unmatched edges earlier and as we are not creating any new
unmatched edge, so (M) will continue to be satisfied. As T ′ is star like, (S) is
also satisfied. If ab was unmatched, after Alice’s move γ goes up by one, but one
unmatched edge gets removed from the component, so (M) is again satisfied.
Condition (S) is also satisfied as T ′ is star like.
Condition (M) and (S) also holds for the sub-tree T ′′ as it is a path.
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3.3 Bob’s move violates (S)
Next we show that
Lemma 3 In every 3-cl edge component condition (S) and (M) are always
satisfied.
Proof: The induced sub-tree of 3-cl edge component is (by definition) cycle
free and contains 3 coloured leaf edges. As 3 leaf edges can not be in a single
path, therefore in the induced sub-tree there must be a node of degree 3 (say v).
Node v is a base node (definition of base node) and there are three paths going
out of the node v in the induced sub-tree. Each path is ending at a coloured leaf
edge and (in each path) every internal node is of degree exactly 2. Thus all the
nodes other than v have degree at most 2, so it is not possible to have another
node (other than v) with degree 3 in a 3-cl edge component. As there is exactly
one base node (v) in the component, so condition (S) is always satisfied.
Condition (M) states that every relevant x-cl edge star has at most max(3−
γ, 0) unmatched coloured edges. Colours of (say) z unmatched edges will be
different from the γ colours present at the base node. Therefore the number of
coloured edges is at least γ + z. As in a 3-cl edge component there are only 3
coloured edges, so z + γ ≤ 3 or z ≤ 3− γ ≤ max(3− γ, 0), hence condition (M)
holds in 3-cl edge component. Q.E.D.
In this section, we consider the case when Bob’s move violates (S). It may
or may not violate (M). As (S) is now violated, there are two “base nodes”
(nodes having degree 3 in the induced sub-tree) say v (the earlier base node)
and w (the newly created base node) in (say) x-cl edge component T . Note that
before Bob’s move both conditions (S) and (M) were true. After Bob’s move
the second base node can be created only when Bob colours an edge, which
is not incident on the base node v. Alice colours the first edge (one incident
at v) on the path from v to w with a feasible colour. We show that this is
always possible. As before Bob’s move conditions (S) and (M) were true, from
Lemma 2 there could have been at most ∆ − 1 different colours present in the
component. As Bob can introduce only one new coloured edge, after his move
there are at most ∆ (different) colours in the component. As we can use ∆+ 1
colours so, one colour is still available for Alice’s move (even when the path
from v to w just consist of a single edge and all the coloured edges are adjacent
to edge vw).
After her move, component T gets split and the component with base node
v becomes star-like, so condition (S) is satisfied.
The component containing w has only three coloured edges hence, from
Lemma 3, we know that the two conditions hold.
As we are only colouring an edge incident on the base node v, no new un-
matched edge is being created. γ, the number of edges incident on v does goes
up by one, but two coloured edges which were earlier in this component, are
now in the new component (the component with base node w) hence condition
(M) continues to be satisfied (it was satisfied before Bob’s move).
Remark: Only in the case when the path from v to w just consist of a single
edge and all the coloured edges of the component are adjacent to either v or w,
Alice may be forced to use the (∆ + 1)th colour.
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3.4 Bob’s move violates (M)
We finally consider the case, when after Bob’s move condition (M) gets violated
in a component (say) T with base node v, but condition (S) holds. Thus, T still
has exactly one base node v. After Bob’s move the tree T gets split and only
one of the two tree (say T ′) can contain v. Let T ′′ be the other tree.
Bob could have coloured either a leaf edge of T or an edge on a path incident
at v. In the first case, T ′′ contains one and in the second case two coloured edges
thus neither (S) nor (M) can be violated in T ′′.
Hence, the tree T ′ is the sub-tree which does not satisfy (M). As condition
(M) is being violated, there is at least one unmatched edge, say ab. Alice colours
the first edge on path from v to ab with a feasible colour.
As conditions (S) and (M) were true before Bob’s move, so from Lemma
2, at most ∆ − 1 different colours were present in T . As Bob can introduce
only one new colour, so now at most ∆ colours are present. As Alice has ∆+ 1
colours for colouring, there is a feasible colour left.
Remark: In the case when ab is the only unmatched edge and the path is
null, Alice may have to use the (∆ + 1)th colour. In all other cases she can
colour the edge with one of the ∆ colours already present.
4 Implementation Issues
With out loss of generality, assume that the initial forest consists of a single tree
(else, we can run the algorithm independently on each component).
We will keep the list of coloured leaves (and pointers to them) for each
component (after edges get split). The maximum number of coloured leaves in
a component is ∆.
Given two coloured nodes there is a unique path in the original tree. To
determine the path efficiently, we root the uncoloured tree at any vertex and
preprocess the tree for lowest common ancestor (LCA) queries. This takes
O(n) time, and after preprocessing, LCA queries can be answered in O(1) time
[15],[13],[11]. The path between two vertices (say) u and v in the tree will consist
of path from u to w =LCA(u, v) (the lowest common ancestor of u and v) and
from w to v.
Let u, v, w be three (coloured leaf) nodes in the tree. Then the “induced”
sub-tree for these three nodes will only contain edges between u−−v, u−−w, v−
−w. Let xuv =LCA(u, v), xuw =LCA(u,w), and xvw =LCA(v, w).
Without loss of generality, assume that xuv is closer to u than than xuw. As
xuv and xuw are both ancestors of u, the path from u to w will pass through
xuw. Or xuv will on both u − v and u − w paths. Hence, it will have degree
three and will be a base node.
Thus, to determine the base node, we just need the height (or depth) of the
nodes (in the original tree).
In general, after Bob’s move there can be at most ∆ coloured leaves edges
in any component. In case, two or more leaf edges are incident on any node,
then that node is a base node. Else, we pick up any leaf edge say (•, u) incident
at u. And find four LCAs. The one closest to u will be a base node. Next base
node, will be the ancestor closest to this LCA.
If an edge on the induced sub-graph gets coloured, the component gets split.
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The coloured edges which are no longer in the earlier component (these can be
determined by LCA queries) are deleted from the list of coloured leaves and the
new coloured edge is added. The other coloured leaves (along with the newly
coloured edge) will be added to the list of the new component.
Thus, Alice can select the edge which she should colour in O(1) time, pro-
vided she knows the component in which the edge Bob just coloured lies. Let
ab be the edge last coloured. If there is another coloured edge incident at a
(respectively b), the Alice colours another edge incident at a (resp. b). Else,
let v be the base node in the component containing ab— actually, the edge ab
will lie in two components, but because of condition (S), only one of them will
contain a base node. Alice selects an edge incident at v on the path from v to
ab.
Remark: Other condition (M) ensures that even after Bob’s move there
are at most ∆ different colours in a component (see Lemma 2), thus Alice will
always have a feasible colour.
We next discuss the problem of maintaining components. There are several
techniques for example, ET-Trees [14], linking and cutting trees [16] which can
be used to solve the problem in O(log n) time; in fact any method for dynam-
ically maintaining connected components (actually, only decremental) can be
used here. We next describe a simple method to solve this problem.
First the basic method of Even and Shiloach[7]. To begin with the entire tree
is in a single component. Let us store the name of the component (say 1) with
each node in the tree. When an edge (say) uv is removed, the tree splits into
two parts, one containing u and the other v. We determine the tree containing
fewer node. This can be done as in [14],[7], by start traversing both trees, in
parallel, and stopping as soon as one tree is completely traversed. The name of
component, stored in vertices of the smaller tree (one completely traversed) is
changed (to a new name). As the size of the tree in which labels are changed
is at most half the size of the original tree, label of any node can be changed at
most log2 n times. Thus, this method takes O(n log n) time.
We next reduce the time, by having a two level structure. First assume
that no internal node has exactly one child. We replace sub-trees rooted at
the “lowest” nodes having at least 12 logn descendants (i.e., each child of these
nodes has fewer than 12 log n descendants) by a super-node. This is done until
O(n/ logn) nodes are left.
The name of component for any node inside the super-node will be the name
of the component of the super-node.
Thus, the resulting trees (with super-nodes) will have O(n/ logn) nodes;
if we use the basic method for this tree the time will be O(n). If an edge
is deleted inside a super-node, sub-tree inside a super-node is split. But as
“internal node” in the sub-tree of super-node has O(log n) nodes, the basic
method will take O(log logn) time, per node. Thus, we are able to reduce the
time to O(n log logn).
If we repeat the two-level method, on each sub-tree the time will reduce to
O(n log(3) n). Similarly by using k-level structure we get an O(n log(k) n) time
method.
Each two-level structure can also be preprocessed using the method of “micro-
sets” [12] to get a linear time algorithm or we can use a method similar to that
of[10] to get a near linear time algorithm (which may have smaller constants).
Basically, instead of using logarithms, we can use Ackermann function and get
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a bound of O(nα(n)), here α() is inverse Ackermann function.
Finally, assume that there are nodes with exactly one child. We replace this
“chain” by a single edge to get “compressed tree”. In compressed tree each
node has at least two children and we preprocess it as before. Maintaining
linear chain of descendants is equivalent to the set splitting problem studied by
Gabow and Tarjan[10][12] or list splitting problem studied by Gabow[10] and
can be solved in above bounds.
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